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Autonomous systems, such as drones and rescue robots, are increasingly used during emergencies. They deliver services

and provide situational awareness that facilitate emergency management and response. To do so, they need to interact and

cooperate with humans in their environment. Human behaviour is uncertain and complex, so it can be diicult to reason about

it formally. In this paper, we propose IDEA: an adaptive software architecture that enables cooperation between humans and

autonomous systems, by leveraging in the social identity approach. This approach establishes that group membership drives

human behaviour. Identity and group membership are crucial during emergencies, as they inluence cooperation among

survivors. IDEA systems infer the social identity of surrounding humans, thereby establishing their group membership. By

reasoning about groups, we limit the number of cooperation strategies the system needs to explore. IDEA systems select a

strategy from the equilibrium analysis of game-theoretic models, that represent interactions between group members and the

IDEA system. We demonstrate our approach using a search-and-rescue scenario, in which an IDEA rescue robot optimises

evacuation by collaborating with survivors. Using an empirically validated agent-based model, we show that the deployment

of the IDEA system can reduce median evacuation time by 13.6%.

CCS Concepts: · Human-centered computing→ Collaborative interaction; · Computer systems organization→

Robotic autonomy.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: autonomous systems, game theory, social identity, agent-based modelling

1 INTRODUCTION

I’m so aware of you, waiting for me. But I won’t

realise this, until you do. This idea of us.

Jono McCleery, This Idea of Us

Mass emergencies are events or situations with serious consequences for life and property, that require special
arrangements and coordination between multiple emergency response agencies [22]. For example, terrorist
attacks on critical infrastructure, earthquakes, and ires in large buildings qualify as mass emergencies. These
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incidents are inherently disruptive: they negatively afect the operation of systems, as they require a quick
response to minimise their impact. When they occur, irst-responders Ðlike ireighters, paramedics, and police
oicersÐ coordinate and perform complex activities under time and physical constraints to assist the people
afected [96]. First-responder teams are increasingly relying on autonomous systems Ðlike rescue robots and
dronesÐ to support their efort [11].

The afected populations also play an active role during mass emergencies, especially during the evacuation of
fellow survivors in the aftermath of the emergency. Some survivors, also called zero-responders, immediately
mobilise to render assistance to those in need [27]. Zero-responders contribution is crucial to saving lives and
provide assistance before professional irst responders arrive. In major incidents, zero-responders can easily reach
diicult locations and provide urgent care [78]. Social psychology research has established that, in the aftermath
of a major incident, most zero responders help fellow survivors to evacuate the dangerous area. We refer the
reader to the excellent paper by Drury for evidence of this phenomenon [27]. Even after irst response teams
arrive, most zero responders keep supporting the rescue efort, by either working together with irst-responders
or coordinating the evacuation among themselves. Zero-responder support is crucial when irst responders are
limited in number, or operating in a diferent part of the afected area [3]. Whilst cooperation between zero and
irst responder is critical for saving human lives, accounting for help allocation in a synergistic and coordinated
manner has been problematic during mass emergencies [97]. In this paper, we show that autonomous systems
can promote cooperation between irst and zero responders, by modelling and reasoning about survivors’ group
behaviour.
Modelling group behaviour, and human behaviour in general, is challenging due to the uncertainty of what

humans do (or do not). Planning for human-system cooperation requires accounting for the needs, expectations,
and preferences of humans [71, 151]. Many psychological theories explain, specify and represent human behaviour
based on a set of behaviour determinants [71]. However, only a few focus on the principles that determine group
behaviour, and even less are applied to emergency settings [105]. The social identity approach [120] focuses on
social structures and group membership to explain human behaviour. It states that, alongside personal identity,
humans also have multiple identities that derive from the social groups to which they belong. Humans tend to
behave according to the values and expectations imposed by their social groups, when these social identities
become salient [124].

During emergencies, most zero-responders develop a shared identity, as a consequence of experiencing danger
together [28]. Sharing a social identity favours pro-social behaviours, such assisting other survivors during
emergencies [27]. A minority of zero-responders will not develop the shared identity, and may still prioritise
their own safety, favouring a pro-self behaviour [135]. We build upon the social identity approach to enable
cooperation between autonomous systems and the humans in their environment. In scenarios where social
identity is the main driver of human behaviour, as in emergencies [18], autonomous systems can reason in
terms of groups instead of individuals. Our proposal, called IDEA, is an adaptive software architecture where
autonomous systems infer the social identity of the humans they interact with, and use this information to
compute the optimal strategy for cooperation.
Identity inference happens under uncertainty: even for humans, it is hard to know the social identity of

other people. In this paper, we use a game-theoretic approach to deal with the uncertainty of identity inference,
when computing the optimal strategy for cooperation. Game theory is a modelling framework that supports
decision-making under uncertain agent preferences [79]. It is extensively used to model human behaviour during
emergencies [50, 62, 63, 149, 150], interactions between humans and autonomous systems [74, 82, 136, 148], and
social identity dynamics [5, 133]. In IDEA, autonomous systems build games of incomplete information of their
interactions with humans. Using game theory, we obtain a predicted behaviour for the human and an optimal
strategy for the autonomous system. The autonomous system’s strategy is the best response to the predicted
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human behaviour, and vice versa. There is empirical evidence that, when model assumptions are met, humans
adopt the behaviours predicted by game theoretic models [93, 137, 142].

To evaluate IDEA, we built upon the IMPACT model developed by van der Wal et al. [131]. The IMPACT model
is an agent-based simulation of emergency evacuations that has been validated against data from evacuation
drills. This model is widely used to study the role of trained staf [37] and communication strategies [130] during
emergency evacuations. To alleviate irst-responder workload Ðand reduce evacuation timeÐ we designed an
IDEA rescue robot that, for evacuating a victim unable to move, will request help from survivors in the area. To
maximise the chances of getting support, the robot targets zero-responders who adopt a shared identity. We
show that deploying the IDEA rescue robot reduces evacuation time and that its impact depends on the severity
of the emergency.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We represent interactions between autonomous systems and humans in their environment through a
game-theoretic model based on social identity principles.

• We develop an end-to-end adaptive software architecture for identity-aware autonomous systems, called
IDEA.

• We build upon an empirically-validated agent-basedmodel of emergency evacuations to show that deploying
IDEA rescue robots reduces the evacuation time of survivors.

We made the agent-based model, the IDEA agent, and the data gathered public [46], hoping it will be of use
for researchers interested in human-autonomous system cooperation.
This paper extends our previous work [42]. Our short paper outlined a software architecture for adapting to

uncertain human preferences, and explored its efectiveness using synthetic data. This work improves it in four
ways. First, we developed IDEA: a reinement of our original architecture, specialized on adaptation based on
group membership and social identities. Second, we developed IMPACT+: an extension of an agent-based model
of emergency evacuations that supports the deployment of IDEA agents. Third, we used IMPACT+ to evaluate
the impact of IDEA rescue robots on evacuation time, and investigate the factors that afect its performance. And
fourth, in this paper we provide an extended discussion of social identity, game theory, and their application to
emergency contexts.

2 A SEARCH-AND-RESCUE EXAMPLE

First-responder teams are frequently under stress during emergency evacuations [97]. The number of victims, the
criticality of their injuries, and a challenging terrain, represent obstacles to the evacuation efort [67]. Fortunately,
they are not the only ones supporting victim evacuation: often other survivors in the disaster zone also engage with
evacuating survivors. Contrary to popular belief, zero responders do show solidarity when facing adversity, due
to the emergence of a shared identity among people experiencing the same emergency situation [27]. Emergency
response demands optimising scarce resources, including time and personnel. Professional irst-responder teams
can greatly beneit from the solidarity that emerges among survivors. Survivors, by helping some victims, can
ease the workload of the irst-responder team, that can devote their eforts to other people needing help.
Autonomous systems, like drones, are increasingly deployed in disaster zones, mainly to provide situational

awareness [33]. However, autonomous systems can also support and coordinate the eforts of both irst-responders
and zero-responders during emergency evacuations [132]. Cooperation scenarios between autonomous systems
and humans may fall into two categories: 1) control scenarios, where the autonomous system is viewed as a
tool commanded by a human, and 2) teamwork scenarios, where humans and autonomous systems jointly work
towards accomplishing a common goal [99]. Unlike control scenarios, teamwork scenarios require socially-aware
autonomous systems to succeed [55]. In this paper, we focus on the teamwork category and refer the interested
reader to related work for the irst category [64]. As such, the autonomous system will be an active actor during
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Fig. 1. A Search and Rescue example. The rescue robot traverses the emergency zone, looking for survivors for evacuation.

When the victim is not able to move, the robot needs help from surrounding survivors. In some situations, like in the top-let

corner, the survivor has developed a shared identity, so it will be willing to help the victim. In some others, like in the

botom-right corner, the survivor has not developed the shared identity, so it is beter to contact the first-responder team for

victim evacuation.

the evacuation efort Ðalong with irst-responders and other survivorsÐ working towards the goal of evacuating
the disaster zone in the shortest time.

More speciically, let us consider a small search-and-rescue (SAR) robot Ðlike the Hector robot [89]Ð in charge
of locating survivors during an emergency. The rescue robot in Figure 1 is capable of autonomous exploration
of the afected area and survivor recognition. When inding a survivor that is able to move, the rescue robot
can ofer guidance to the evacuation point using its speakers. However, when the victim found is unable to
move, the rescue robot needs help for their evacuation, due to its small size. In these situations, the robot can
request support from the irst-responder team. However, irst responders are scarce and mostly busy in most
major incidents. The rescue robot can also request support from other survivors in the surrounding area. It is
expected that some survivors will be willing to help the rescue robot with emergency evacuations, but others
might prioritise their personal safety.

In this paper we propose IDEA: an adaptive architecture that builds on the social identity approach and game
theory to engineer a collaborative rescue robot. An IDEA rescue robot uses game theory to model cooperation
scenarios with survivors and irst-responders (section 4). In these models, IDEA robots calculate the likelihood
of receiving help from survivors using social identity markers (section 5). By optimising the participation of
survivors and irst-responders in the rescue efort, IDEA robots can reduce evacuation time (section 7). Prior to
presenting IDEA, in section 3 we introduce the social identity approach and game theory.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we describe the social identity approach, its importance in emergency situations, and how we can
use game theoretic models to reason about it.

3.1 The Social Identity Approach

The social identity approach is a social psychological approach that explains collective behaviour at mass
gatherings [58] and evacuations [29]. This approach comprises the social identity theory [125] and the self-
categorisation theory [128]. According to the social identity theory, alongside a personal identity, people also
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have multiple social identities that derive from the social groups to which they belong. People sharing the same
social identity, i.e., belonging to the same group, tend to behave more favourably towards members of the same
group [120]. Research on crowd behaviour has shown that, when a crowd develops a sense of belonging to the
same group, they become members of a psychological crowd [104]. The psychological crowd is diferent from
a physical crowd of individuals, who happen to be in the same space without a sense that they are joined in a
meaningful group [141].

Self-categorisation theory refers to the process where a person categorises themselves as a group member, at a
given time. Ascribed social categories, such as gender and race, are forms of social identity that provide a basis
for self-deinition [26]. There are multiple social categories, as there are multiple social groups. For example,
profession and family status are diferent social categories, and being a software engineer or a parent are their
associated social identities. People can be in multiple categories and belong to diferent social groups. Which
social identity, and thereof social category, will be activated depends on the given context. For example, a software
engineer who experiences a lood where they live, will behave in accordance with the identity of the survivor
towards their neighbours (fellow survivors), but as a software engineer in a software engineering conference.
This happens through a process of depersonalisation, a cognitive transformation through which individuals tend
to see others in their group as more similar to themselves [120].

Collective behaviour occurs when people shift from their personal identity to their group identity, endorsing
norms and behaviours associated with this group. Acting upon a group identity can produce pro-social behaviours
towards other members of the same group [77]. This social identity adoption is expressed via identity markers,
and they are diverse in nature. For example, they can be associated with stable social categories, such as gender,
age or cultural background [38]. They are also related to how close people are in space, they way people walk, or
how they speak [70].
Previous work showed that natural language can be indicative of group membership. Certain linguistic

categories can be used as identity markers for a shared identity [30]. Using words and expressions that relect
one’s ailiation with a group are indicative of the adoption of a shared identity [87]. For example, using the
pronoun łwež increases the salience of a group identity [98], and develops a sense of community [129]. Also,
using high inclusivity language is associated with strong group membership ties [52].

The Search-and-Rescue Example. Social identity plays a role in decision-making during emergencies. The social
identity model of collective psychosocial resilience establishes that, during an emergency, the sense of common
fate favours the emergence of a shared identity among survivors [27, 144]. In an emergency context, a crowd of
strangers is turned into a psychological crowd with common goals [78]. This means that individuals who may be
holding conlicting identities outside the emergency context, have these diferences overridden by the common
experience of threat leading to the development of a shared identity [94]. Survivors sharing an identity provide
support to each other, expect to be supported, and cooperate towards common goals [78]. However, not every
survivor develops a shared identity. There is evidence of individualistic, or pro-self, behaviour in some emergency
evacuations [39]. These survivors act in their own interest, without cooperating or coordinating with others.

3.2 Game Theory

Game Theory studies scenarios, called games, where rational self-interested agents interact, and these interactions
have an impact on the payof agents receive. Examples of such games include board games, card games, markets,
and even software development practices. For example, a match in a chess tournament is a game, having chess
players as agents and the points per match as the payof agents try to maximise. During a game, agents interact
via actions. In chess, actions are sequential and correspond to, for example, moving a piece to a speciic board
position. An agent’s strategy determines the actions they adopt during a game. In a software engineering context,
we can model bug prioritisation using game-theory [48]. Bug reporters are the agents, and their payof is a
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function of how many of their reported bugs are ixed. Their actions in the model are the priority of the bugs they
report, and strategies depend on how accurate these priorities are (either inlating priorities or delating them).

There are numerous outcomes in a game like chess, having each player adopting a speciic strategy. Under its
rationality assumptions, game theory predicts that only a subset of these outcomes, called Nash equilibria, is
possible. At Nash equilibria, an agent’s strategy is the best response to the strategy of their opponent. These
outcomes are stable, since a deviation from the equilibrium strategy would result in a payof loss. In some
domains, like professional sports and internet auctions, there is empirical evidence that humans adopt equilibrium
strategies when engaging in games [93, 137, 142].
In the chess match example, game state and agent preferences are transparent and visible to both agents. In

contrast, in a poker match this is not the case. Agents have partial visibility of the game state, given that the
deck and opponent hands are hidden. This applies to other situations, such as salary negotiations, where the
parties involved hide their preferences. Or in sealed-bid auctions, where a bidder’s real valuation of the auctioned
item is not public [101]. To model this uncertainty, games of incomplete information map agent preferences to
types. Types represent information private to agents, like cards in hand in poker, or a candidate’s compensation
expectations when negotiating salary. Assuming a common-knowledge probability over these types, we can
obtain the Nash equilibrium of a game of incomplete information. At these outcomes, called Bayes-Nash equilibria,
an agent’s strategy deines actions for every potential type assignment.

The Search-And-Rescue Example. There is a large body of research on using game theory for modelling human
behaviour during emergency evacuations [50, 62, 63, 149, 150]. Evacuations it the game deinition: survivors
constitute the agents, their behaviours are the actions, and their payof can be expressed Ðfor exampleÐ as
evacuation time. Under those modelling considerations, as in real evacuation scenarios, an agent’s payof is not
only a function of individual behaviour, but depends on the actions of the rest of the agents.
Game theory allows the prediction of psychological propensities and their associated behaviours, during

human-system interactions. These predictions can inform an autonomous system’s adaptation strategy. In the
following section, we present an approach for engineering autonomous systems capable of inferring identity and
promoting cooperation, using game-theoretic models based on social identity principles.

4 MODELLING COOPERATION BETWEEN HUMANS AND AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

In this section, we start with an overview of IDEA (łIdentity-Aware Adaptive Architecturež ). Then, we describe
the game-theoretic models of human-system interaction used within IDEA systems.

4.1 An Overview of IDEA

In this work, we propose IDEA: a software architecture for self-adaptive autonomous systems, that change
behaviour according to the perceived social identity of the humans in their environment. IDEA systems need to
reason about the humans they interact with, the identities they might act upon, and how these identities impact
the system’s goals. Game theory is well-suited for reasoning about the interactions between people sharing a
social identity [5], as their interactions have a direct impact on the payof they perceive. Social identities have
norms and values: when a member follows these norms, other members beneit from the airmation of their
identity [120]. In contrast, members violating these norms threaten the identity of themselves and the complying
members, producing anxiety and discomfort. Consequently, compliant members can choose to penalise ofending
members [133]. Using game theory, we can model members of a social group as agents, their behaviours as actions,
and their payof functions as a function of compliance to identity norms. Economists have successfully used this
modelling framework for explaining identity-driven behaviours that escape classic economic analysis [5].
During operation, an IDEA system follows the steps shown in Figure 2. First, it estimates the identity of the

person it is interacting with. The identity estimator component calculates a probability distribution over a set of
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Fig. 2. An overview of IDEA systems: Based on the identity markers of the people they interact with, the identity estimator

calculates a probability for each candidate identity. These values are used by the game builder component to model the

human-system interaction using game theory. Finally, the game solver uses the model to compute a strategy, for the IDEA

system to enact.

candidate identities. Then, the game builder component uses these probability values to build a game model of
the human-system interaction. The game model includes candidate actions for the IDEA system, and their payof
given human reactions. Finally, the game solver component uses this model to compute the optimal strategy for
the IDEA system, ensuring it maximises its payof.
To implement this functionality, we adopt the MAPE-K reference framework for self-adaptive systems [68].

The framework establishes that the autonomic manager of a self-adaptive system is composed of four elements
ÐMonitor, Analyse, Plan, and ExecuteÐ that operate over a shared Knowledge element. In IDEA, the Knowledge
element is composed by game-theoretic models. In these models, discussed in detail in subsection 4.2, we represent
interactions between autonomous systems and the humans in its environment. Within the model, the system’s
actions are determined by its actuators capabilities, and its payof function represents the systems’ mission.
Human actions, candidate identities, and payof functions are based on social psychology research. IDEA systems
manage a set of these game-theoretic models. System designers should tailor each model to speciic identity-driven
adaptation scenarios. The model catalogue is deined at design time, while some model parameters are obtained
at runtime by IDEA components, like game builder and identity estimator.

The Search-And-Rescue Example. A rescue robot adopting IDEA should build game-theoretic models of its
interactions with emergency survivors. The model has two agents: the rescue robot and a survivor. The robot,
via its actuators, requests survivor assistance to evacuate a victim. The payof the survivor receives from helping
others depends on their adoption of the shared identity. If they adopt the shared identity, they will be more prone
to help.

Detecting a survivor’s adoption of the shared identity is not straightforward: arguably, this is challenging even
for humans [56]. An IDEA system perceives the world via its sensors, and calculates probabilities of identity
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adoption based on the data sensed. For example, in previous work, microphones would capture what survivors
say during the emergency [70]. In this case, identity estimation is based in the presence or absence of linguistic
features indicative of shared identity adoption, as informed by psycholinguistic evidence (e.g., łwež versus łIž).
We can model the uncertainty in shared identity adoption using games of incomplete information. In our

scenario, the IDEA rescue robot builds a game of incomplete information each time it needs assistance from a
survivor. This model has two candidate types for the survivor: 1) adopting a shared identity, and 2) not adopting
a shared identity. Games of incomplete information require a probability distribution over these types, that the
robot infers from sensor data. The robot’s actuators determine its actions in the game-theoretic model. Survivors
react to these actions, obtaining a payof deined by shared identity adoption. Once the model is ready, the IDEA
rescue robot computes its Bayes-Nash equilibria. This computation produces, per equilibrium, a strategy for
the survivor and a strategy for the rescue robot. The rescue robot’s strategy deines its adaptation approach,
that is the best response to the predicted behaviour of the survivor. In the next subsection, we describe this
game-theoretic model in detail.

4.2 Models of Human-Autonomous System Interaction

IDEA systems use games of incomplete information to model interactions between the autonomous system and
humans in its environment. Such models, represented by game trees like the one in Figure 3, have the following
elements:

• A set of two agents: the autonomous system � and a human � .
• A set �� of terminal nodes, where the game ends.
• A set �� of actions for the autonomous system, and the set �� of actions for the human.
• A set �� of choice nodes, where the autonomous system can perform an action. And the set �� of choice
nodes for the human.

• A set � of candidate identities for the human. Each candidate identity � ∈ � is associated to a node � ∈ �� .
These nodes have the same available system actions.

• A probability distribution � : � ↦→ [0, 1] over candidate identities.
• Two payof functions, �� : �� ↦→ R for the autonomous system and �� : �� × � ↦→ R for the human.
• At an autonomous system’s choice node � ∈ �� , the action function �� : �� ↦→ 2�� determines which
actions are available for the autonomous system to perform.

• There is also an analogous action function �� : �� × � ↦→ 2�� for the human agent.
• The successor function for the autonomous systems �� : �� ×�� ↦→ �� ∪ �� selects the node to follow
after the system performs an action.

• The human also has a successor function �� : �� × �� × � ↦→ �� ∪ �� , that selects the node after the
human performs an action.

Thesemodels are games of incomplete information in extensive form, with chancemoves [79], with some additional
restrictions. These restrictions include considering only two agents, only supporting types (candidate identities)
for the human agent, and modelling a single human-system interaction. These game parameters have a large
impact on the size of the resulting model. Without these conditions, the IDEA system might produce intractable
models, or take a long time for devising an adaptation strategy. Large models can be specially challenging for
autonomous systems with limited computing resources.

The Search-and-Rescue Example. In previous work, we proposed autonomous systems that use survivor expres-
sions to calculate the probability of shared identity adoption [70]. In the example, the rescue robot incorporates
this probability into a game-theoretic model of its interaction with a survivor. The equilibrium analysis of this
model will determine if it is better to request help from them or to contact the irst-responder team.
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Fig. 3. Game-theoretic model of the search-and-rescue scenario: The survivor has two candidate identities, adopting a shared

identity (�) or not (� ). The game starts with the robot either asking from survivor help (� ), or contacting the first-responder

team (�). Ater that, the survivor can either: help with victim evacuation (�+); follow the robot leaving the victim behind

(�−); wait for the first-responder team to arrive (�+); or leave the scene by themselves (�−).

Table 1. Elements of our game-theoretic models of human-system interaction, along with their values for the SAR example

Symbol Description SAR Example

� Autonomous system agent. SAR robot.

� Human agent. Survivor.

�� System actions. �: Request irst-responder support.
� : Request support from a survivor.

�� Human actions. �+: Wait with victim until help arrive.
�− : Evacuate without the victim.
�+: Follow the robot with the victim.
�− : Follow the robot without the victim.

� Candidate identities. � : Adopts the shared identity.
� : Does not adopt the shared identity.

�� System’s payof function. Expected number of successful evacuations.

�� Human’s payof function. Score based on probability of evacuation and iden-
tity adoption.

We will focus on one identity-driven adaptation scenario: the rescue robot inding a victim unable to move,
and another survivor in close proximity. The elements for this model are listed and described in Table 1. There,
the robot has two possible actions in �� = {�, � }. These actions are: 1) to either call for irst-responder support
(�), or 2) request support from the survivor and navigate with the victim to safety (� ).

It is in the best interest of the emergency response efort to maximise the number of evacuations supported
by survivors. This would alleviate irst-responder workload, allowing them to support the evacuation of more
victims. The rescue robot is part of the emergency team, so its payof function �� is the expected number of
successful evacuations. A survivor that evacuates following the robot, or assisted by a irst-responder or other
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survivor, has a probability of 1.0 for evacuating successfully. If a survivor is able to move and evacuates by
themselves, this probability is 0.8. For a victim without support and unable to move, this probability is 0.2.

In the game-theoreticmodel, the survivor reacts to the robot’s action. The survivor actions�� = {�+,�−�+, �−}

can either agree with the robot’s proposal or disagree with it. When the robot ofers irst-responder support
(�), agreement translates to waiting with the victim until help arrive (�+). Disagreement with this proposal
implies evacuating by themselves (�−), leaving the victim with the robot. If the robot requests for help for victim
evacuation (� ), agreement requires for the survivor to follow the robot (�+), carrying the victim with them.
Disagreement translates to the survivor following the robot, leaving the victim behind (�−).
Regarding the survivor’s payof function �� , we assume a base payof tied to their probability of successful

evacuation (1.0 for assisted evacuation, and 0.8 for unassisted evacuation). As mentioned before, the survivor’s
identity has an impact on the payof they perceive. In our game-theoretic model, the survivor agent has two
candidate identities � = {�, �}. Survivors adopting a shared identity (�) are expected to support the group and
assist with victim evacuation. If they behave according to these expectations, they increase their payof in 0.3.
Otherwise, they decrease their payof in 0.3. When survivors do not adopt the shared identity (� ), they receive
the 0.3 bonus when they leave the victim behind, prioritising their personal safety. If they do assist with victim
evacuation, their payof is diminished in 0.3.

Figure 3 represents this game model. For example, in the bottom-left node, the robot requests help (� ) from a
survivor adopting the shared identity � , and they accept the request, taking the victim with them (�+). In this
case, the robot’s payof is �� = 3, relecting the evacuation of 3 people: the survivor, the victim, and another
survivor rescued by irst-responders. For the survivor, their payof is �� = 1.3. This value is the sum of 1 for a
successful evacuation plus 0.3 for following identity expectations.

Payof functions, survivor responses, and candidate identities must be based on empirical evidence. We build
on existing literature and our understanding of the domain to set these model parameters for the motivating
example.

5 IDEA: AN IDENTITY-AWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

In Figure 4, we show the ive software components that constitute an IDEA system. These components fulil three
main responsibilities: 1) using identity-related sensor readings � , they build a game tree � of the human-system

interaction, 2) they estimate the human’s identity adoption probability �̂ and incorporate it to the model � , and
3) use the model � to decide a strategy �� for the system. In this section, we describe how these responsibilities
are accomplished by the software components within IDEA.

5.1 From Sensors to Game-Theoretic Models

Not every human-robot interaction requires an identity-driven adaptation. For example, the search-and-rescue
scenario we described in section 2 does not require the rescue robot to adapt when encountering professional irst-
responders. Its goal is to leverage survivor’s solidarity via adaptation. The role of the Game Selector component
Ðfrom the Monitor elementÐ is to detect identity-driven adaptation scenarios during the system’s operation.

The Game Selector component gathers data from the autonomous system’s sensors to determine the need
for an identity-driven adaptation. It also provides information to the Game Builder component to complete the
game-theoretic model associated to that adaptation. In Figure 4, we observe that the Game Selector component
notiies the Game Builder component that the identity-driven scenario � ′ is taking place, with sensor readings �
associated to this interaction.

The Search-And-Rescue Example. In section 4.2, the game-theoretic model has two runtime parameters: 1) � (�),
the probability that the survivor in the proximity adopts the shared identity and 2) � (�), the probability that
they do not. We set values for all the other game parameters at design time. As explained in subsection 3.1, the
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Fig. 4. Component diagram of IDEA: the game selector triggers an identity-driven scenario � ′, sending identity marker

information � to the game builder. This sotware component assembles the game tree� , incorporating the identity proba-

bilities �̂ produced by the identity estimator. The game solver calculates the robot strategy �� , that the strategy translator

transforms into actionable actuator commands.

IDEA robot calculates identity adoption probabilities from survivor’s identity markers. In the example, these
markers are oral expressions. The responsibility of the Game Selector is to use sensors Ðlike a microphone arrayÐ
to capture the survivor’s expressions and convert them to text for further processing at the Identity Estimator
component.

5.2 Estimating Identity Adoption

Arguably, the most important model runtime parameter is the probability distribution over candidate identities � .

In IDEA, the Identity Estimator component has the responsibility of calculating �̂ Ðan estimate of �Ð based on
sensor readings � .

The Game Selector component uses the system’s sensors to look for identity markers. When found, it forwards
the sensor readings � associated to the detected markers. The Identity Estimator internally uses a classiier
�� : � ×R� ↦→ [0, 1] to compute probability values for each identity � ∈ � given a vector � of � sensor readings. In
Figure 4, the Game Builder component produces a game-theoretic model � , like the one in Figure 3, from a given
identity-driven scenario� ′ and sensor readings � , integrating the output of the Identity Estimator component
into the resulting model.

The Search-and-Rescue Example. In our previous work [70], we developed an Identity Estimator for identifying
survivor expressions that suggest the adoption of a shared identity. Labelling a survivor expression as indicative
of shared identity can be seen as a text-classiication problem. For this reason, we ine-tuned a pretrained BERT
model [60, 127], over a dataset of expressions we extracted from videos of survivor accounts. After training, our
Identity Estimator obtained a Brier score1 of 0.12, suggesting its predictions have acceptable quality. For further
details, please refer to the code and data available at GitHub [46].

Besides identity estimation based on verbal expressions, there are other markers we could use during emergen-
cies and other contexts. For example, Philpot and Levine performed spatial clustering in running and walking

1The Brier Score measures the error in probability predictions. It varies between 0 and 1, with lower values suggesting better performance [8].
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Fig. 5. An interaction within the search-and-rescue scenario. The IDEA rescue robot detects a victim, a survivor in their

proximity, and a survivor expression. The Game Selector component identifies this situation as the identity-driven scenario

� ′, with the expression as the survivor’s identity marker � . The Game Builder builds the game tree � of this interaction,

including the probability of shared identity adoption (� (�) = 0.75). The Game Solver component finds that, for the model� ,

the robot action should be to guide the victim and survivor to the evacuation point (�� = � ).

behaviour, using digital visual data of a train evacuation [94]. Similarly, Van der Wal et al. estimated identity
based on speed and distance in which a social interaction is still possible [131]. Identity was also estimated based
on the mirroring efects of mental state between people (imitating emotional face expressions) [107, 145].

Once the Identity Estimator is trained, the IDEA rescue robot can use it for identity inference during operation.
When engaging with a survivor, the Identity Estimator receives the survivor’s expressions as input, to output the
probability that they share an identity with a victim (Figure 5). The Game Builder component incorporates this
value into the game-theoretic model of the identity-driven scenario (section 4.2), and forward the updated model
to the Game Solver.

5.3 Calculating the System’s Strategy

The Game Builder component produces a game-theoretic model � of the interaction of the IDEA system with a
human. The role of the Game Solver component is to calculate the Nash equilibria of � , using one of the several
algorithms available for this purpose [92]. This software component produces two strategies per equilibria �∗:
1) one strategy �� for the human agent and 2) another strategy �� for the autonomous system. As discussed
in subsection 3.2, the equilibrium strategy for the autonomous system �� is the best response to the predicted
strategy �� for the human agent.

The Game Solver component can produce more than one equilibrium, where each system strategy �� assigns
a probability to each system action in �� (�), � ∈ �� in the game-theoretic model � . The role of the Strategy
Translator component is to translate these system strategies into executable actuator commands. Transforming
strategies to actuator commands can be straightforward in some scenarios. For example, there is a direct mapping
between actions and commands when obtaining a single equilibrium, with a single action with probability 1.0.
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In more complex scenarios, engineers need to design a heuristic to select the actuator commands to execute,
given the equilibria obtained. The design goals of this heuristic are context-dependent, and can be driven by risk
minimisation, optimising response time, or any other metric relevant to the system’s context.

The Search-And-Rescue Example. The Game Solver component produces a strategy �� for the survivor, and
the corresponding best response strategy �� for the IDEA rescue robot. If the equilibrium strategy for the IDEA
robot is to request irst-responder support (�� = �), the Strategy Translator component would obtain the robot’s
position from its localisation system, and send it to the emergency team. In case the equilibrium strategy requires
requesting help from the survivor (�� = � ), the Strategy Translator would notify the survivor (e.g., via the
speakers) and, if the survivor agrees, the IDEA robot would use the navigation system to guide the survivor to
the victim’s location.

6 EVALUATION

As is common practice in the self-adaptive systems domain, we used an illustrative example Ðemergency
evacuationÐ and a simulation model to evaluate IDEA’s performance [90]. Due to the nature of emergencies,
using simulation allows us exploring multiple conigurations and scenarios safely, ethically, and in a cost-efective
way [53, 99, 131]. While many simulation techniques have been used to model emergency evacuations, agent-
based models (ABM) dominate the space in recent years. Unlike techniques like systems dynamics or queuing
networks, ABMs represent multiple autonomous decision-making agents reacting to the environment, like in
real-world crowd evacuations [53].

ABMs of emergency evacuations difer in the nature of the social interaction they represent. For example, Zia
and Ferscha model social inluence mediated by technology [150]. Christensen and Sasaki focus on the interaction
of disabled victims with the environment and terrain [21]. Singh and Padgham model survivors taking detours
for evacuating with their loved ones [117]. While all these models represent real and relevant behaviours during
emergencies, they do not explicitly model the emergent solidarity due to shared identity adoption. Researchers
like von Sivers et al. have included this phenomenon in their simulation model [135], however its code it is not
freely available.

In contrast, the IMPACT model, developed by van der Wal et al. [131], is open-source and does represent social
identity solidarity. The IMPACT model is an agent-based simulation of the evacuation of a transport hub, and it
has been validated against data from evacuation drills. Among others, researchers have used IMPACT to study
the role of trained staf [37] and communication strategies [130] during emergency evacuations. To examine
IDEA systems in situations closer to real rescue scenarios, we extended IMPACT to support IDEA robot agents.
We call our IMPACT extension IMPACT+, and its code is available online [44]. In subsection 6.1, we describe
IMPACT+ in detail.

6.1 IMPACT+: An Evacuation Simulation for IDEA agents

The IMPACT model is an agent-based simulation of an emergency evacuation, developed with the NetLogo
modelling environment [143]. In this model, survivor behaviour is afected by social factors. For example, survivors
help victims, groups are formed and move together, and behaviours spread [38, 131] via social contagion2. We
based IMPACT+ on the version of the model developed by Formolo et al., given that it incorporated staf support
into the simulation [37]. Figure 6 shows a frame of IMPACT+3.

The IDEA Agent. The original IMPACT model has agents representing survivors and staf. For IMPACT+,
we developed an additional agent, representing an IDEA rescue robot. This agent moves randomly during the

2Social contagion refers to the process of dissemination of emotions, intentions, and beliefs within a group [13].
3Click here for an animation of the agent-based model in action.
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Table 2. Comparison table between the IMPACT model and IMPACT+, our extension for evaluating IDEA systems.

Concept IMPACT IMPACT+

Agents Survivors and staf Survivors, staf, and IDEA rescue ro-
bot

Identity markers Age, gender, and cultural cluster of
survivor �� and victim �� .

Same markers as IMPACT.

Survivor support During evacuation, survivors en-
counter victims and decide to stay
with them based on their identity
markers.

Survivors can approach victims af-
ter been invoked by the IDEA res-
cue robot.

Staf support Staf members notify survivors
about their closest exit.

Staf members can be invoked by
the IDEA rescue robot to speed-up
victim recovery.

Victim recovery When accidents happen, a victim
and supporting survivors do not
move for a ixed amount of time.

The victim’s recovery time is re-
duced when receiving help from
irst-responders � , other survivors
� , and survivors with robot support
�� .

Fig. 6. Agent-based model of emergency evacuation [44]: the IDEA robot (in magenta) looks for victims (in orange). When

the robot finds a victim, it can either request assistance from first-responders (in light blue) or from other survivors (pink if

they are evacuating, black if they are not).
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evacuation, looking for victims within its range. By victims, we mean survivors that cannot continue with the
evacuation, due to events like injury or accident.

When locating a victim, the IDEA agent has two possible actions: 1) request help from another survivor in the
area (� ), or 2) request irst-responder assistance (�). For contacting another survivor, the IDEA agent needs to
approach their location to be within its range. Contacting a irst-responder can be done remotely, so the IDEA
agent does not need to move to make contact.

Victims. In the original IMPACT model, survivors can fall during the evacuation. Fallen survivors, along with
other survivors helping them, do not move for a ixed amount of time � . After � time units pass, they recover
and continue with the evacuation. The probability of falling depends on survivor speed and how crowded are
their surroundings. Survivors moving fast in crowded areas are more likely to fall.
In IMPACT+, we refer to fallen survivors as victims. Also, fall length � is not ixed: it can be reduced when a

victim receives support from other survivors or irst-responders. The magnitude of the reduction is determined
by the helping efect �� of the agent � ∈ {� , �, �� } providing support. First-responder agents (�� ), survivors (�� ),
and survivors with robot support (��� ) have diferent helping efect values. We consider that �� < ��� < �� .

Survivors. The original IMPACT model simulates passengers evacuating a transport hub. In this model, passen-
ger evacuation depends on socio-cultural factors [131]. Evacuation speed, compliance to staf instructions, and
helping other passengers, vary among the agent population, depending on age, gender and cultural cluster4.
A passenger � leading an evacuation group can help a fallen passenger � within its range, according to a

probability. This probability is a function of the age, gender, and the cultural cluster of both passengers � and
� . Due to this, in IMPACT+ we use the age, gender and cultural cluster of both passengers (�� and �� ) as the
identity markers � = {�� , �� } for inferring the adoption of a shared identity. These markers are well-suited for
social identity estimation, as they remain stable over evacuation time. By contrast, verbal expressions of shared
identity, as we proposed in section 2, are more dynamic in nature. Both static and dynamic identity markers can
inform identity estimation and complement each other. However, IMPACT and IMPACT+ are agent-based models
where agents do not communicate verbally, so we cannot use oral expressions as identity markers section 2.

IMPACT authors relied on research on the social identity approach to design agent behaviour [38]. Extensive
empirical evidence show the identity markers within the model explain group behaviour in real-life emergen-
cies [131] [141]. For example, research has shown that members of the same group are more likely to help each
other [29], and that children are more likely to receive help [32]. These indings translate in IMPACT+ into
concrete probability values. For example, the probability of a male adult passenger � helping an elderly female
passenger � from the same cultural cluster is 40%.

In IMPACT+, survivors are the passengers evacuating the disaster zone. We modiied their helping behaviour:
instead of just staying with the victims until they recover Ðas in the original modelÐ survivor support reduces
the time the victim is not moving. The reduction in time is determined by the helping efect value of the survivor.
Helping efect has a value of �� for survivors and ��� when they have IDEA robot support. We conigure �� to
be small. When a survivor helps a victim due to an IDEA robot request, ��� increases the efectiveness of the
survivor’s assistance, to relect the IDEA robot’s contribution to victim treatment [91].

First-responders. The original IMPACT model has two types of agents: passengers and staf members. Staf
agents represent security professionals, with knowledge of the disaster area [37]. During evacuation, staf agents
move randomly, notifying passengers about the most convenient exit for their evacuation. Depending on the
staf member’s training level, passengers can or cannot comply with their instructions.
We extended the staf member agent capabilities in IMPACT+, so they can fulil irst-responder duties. Like

survivors, they have a helping efect �� , so they can reduce the time victims are not able to move. The value

4Cultural clusters are groups of countries according to cultural similarities [108]
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of �� is larger than �� and ��� , to relect irst-responder training and experience. First-responders can answer
requests for help from the IDEA agent. If they are available, they move to the position of the victim Ðnotiied by
the IDEA agentÐ to start providing assistance.

6.2 An IDEA System for IMPACT+ Simulations

Figure 7 shows an IDEA system (section 5) that supports survivor evacuation within IMPACT+ (subsection 6.1).
In this section, we describe its most important components.

Fig. 7. An interaction during an IMPACT+ simulation run. When the robot agent locates a victim, the Game Selector

receives the identity markers of the victim �� and the closest survivor �� , along with the victim’s distance to this survivor

� (� , �) = 100 and the closest first-responder � (� ,�) = 500. The Game Builder produces the game tree � of this interaction,

using the probability of shared identity adoption � (�) = 0.2 inferred from �� and �� . The Game Solver processes � and

suggests contacting the first-responder team (�� = �), communicating the victim’s position �� = (53, 75).

From Sensors to Game-Theoretic Models. In the agent-based model, survivors have agency regarding helping
victims: they choose either to help them or ignore them. In contrast, their interactions with irst-responders are
uni-directional: survivors only receive information from irst-responders regarding the closest exit. To relect this,
the game theoretic model � Ðproduced by the Game Builder componentÐ does not include a survivor response
when the robot requests irst-responder support (�� = �).

Within � , the payof function for the survivor �� outputs the following values: �� = 1 when the survivor acts
according to its identity, �� = −1 when their behaviour is not aligned to their identity, and �� = 0 when they do
not interact with the IDEA agent. Preliminary experiments showed that performance of the IDEA agent is greatly
afected when its payof function �� does not incorporate environmental information. Hence, we made �� depend
on both distance and irst-responder availability. As seen in Figure 7, the Game Builder is aware of the victim’s
distance to the closest survivor � (� , �) and to the closest irst-responder available � (� ,�). This information is
used within the Game Builder to calculate �� . For example, when requesting help from irst-responders, �� = −1
if the irst-responder is not available, �� = 1 when the irst-responder is available and closer than surrounding
survivors, and �� = 0 if the irst-responder is available but further than other survivors in the area.

Estimating Identity Adoption. In subsection 6.1, we noted that within IMPACT+ simulations we use the gender,
age, and cultural cluster of the survivor � and the victim � as the identity markers � = {�� , �� }. Figure 7 shows
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the Identity Estimator component�� receiving an encoded version of � as input, to output a probability estimate

�̂ (�) = �� (�,� ) of the survivor � helping the victim � due to a shared identity. We implemented �� as a
multilayer perceptron (MLP), with a single output neuron with a sigmoid activation function.

Figure 8 shows the process of training�� . Initially, we gathered data of survivor-victim interactions by running
IMPACT+ without deploying an IDEA agent. Per interaction, we recorded the identity markers Ðgender, age,
and cultural clusterÐ of both the survivor (�� ) and the victim (�� ), as well as the outcome � of the interaction.
� = 1 when the survivor helped the fallen victim, and � = 0 otherwise. We further split the dataset in two: we
used 77% of the data to estimate the parameters � of candidate MLPs, and 33% for assessing model quality.
Within IMPACT+, and likely in real-world scenarios, the helping behaviour of survivors is probabilistic.

This implies that, for example, a male adult survivor will not always help an elderly female victim within the
simulation. This happens only in 40% of their interactions, and can be adjusted via IMPACT+ parameters. We
need the probabilities produced by�� to be as accurate as possible, so we used the Brier score (BS) to evaluate its
probabilistic predictions. BS measures the mean squared diference between the probability of shared adoption

�̂ (�) Ðproduced by��Ð and the actual outcome � within the simulation. BS produces values between 0 and 1,
with lower values indicating better predictions. Our inal Identity Estimator had a Brier score of 0.25, which we
deemed suitable for evaluation purposes.

Fig. 8. Training the Identity Estimator for IMPACT+ simulations. We used IMPACT+(subsection 6.1) to gather data of

survivor-impact interactions. Per interaction, we gather markers of the survivor (�� ), the victim (�� ), and the outcome (� , 1

if the survivor helped the victim, 0 otherwise). We trained each identity estimator candidate over the training dataset, using

the validation dataset to assess the quality of its predicted probabilities using the Brier Score. We use the best performing

Identity Estimator (�� ) for estimating shared identity adoption (�̂ (�)) during evaluation (subsection 7.1 and subsection 7.2).

Calculating the System’s Strategy. We used the Gambit software tool [86] to calculate the Nash equilibria
of the game-theoretic model of the robot-survivor interaction. The Game Solver obtains equilibria with two
characteristics: 1) has pure strategies, and 2) are subgame perfect. Pure strategies require agents to select one of the
actions they have available. For the IDEA robot, this means either request irst-responder assistance (�� = �) or
request help from a survivor in close proximity (�� = � ). We adopt pure strategies for simplicity, to avoid dealing
with the randomisation aspect of mixed strategies. By focussing on subgame perfect equilibria, we ensure the
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robot adapts to a rational response from the survivor. If we do not ind equilibria fulilling these two requirements,
the IDEA agent calls for irst-responder assistance to minimise risk.

Table 3. Input and output variables of the IMPACT+ agent-based model of emergency evacuations.

Input Description

�� Number of survivors.
�� Number of survivors travelling alone.
�� Number of survivors travelling in groups.
�� Number of survivors from cultural cluster � .
�� Number of irst-responders.
�� Number of exits.
� Cultural clusters.
�� Helping efect for survivors.
��� Helping efect for survivors with robot support.
�� Helping efect for irst-responders.
� Fall length for victims, in seconds.

Output Description

� Evacuation time, in seconds.

7 RESULTS

The purpose of IMPACT+ is to examine the efect of deploying IDEA systems in the emergency response efort.
IMPACT+ is an extension of IMPACT, so it simulates major social categories along with their behaviours and
norms. These characteristics made IMPACT+ a good testing bed for IDEA systems. Using a simulation model like
IMPACT+ allows us to measure IDEA system’s performance under multiple settings. Environmental factors, like
the severity of the emergency, afect the spread of social identities and the decision-making of their members [97].
In this section, we explore these inluences to better understand the performance of IDEA systems in dynamic
emergency scenarios.

7.1 Evacuation Time Reduction

Evacuation time, deined as the time it takes for all survivors to leave a disaster zone, is a metric frequently used
to evaluate emergency evacuation eforts [83, 117, 118]. In this section, we investigate if the adoption of IDEA
systems reduces evacuation time.

We used IMPACT+ (subsection 6.1) to measure evacuation time. We compared the performance of three IDEA
variants: 1) the proself-oriented variant IDEAself operates under the assumption that survivors will not help the
victim, so it always requests irst-responder support (�� = �), 2) the prosocial-oriented variant IDEAsocial assumes
survivors will always help surrounding victims, so it always requests help from other survivors (�� = � ), and 3)
the IDEAadapt variant uses identity markers and game theoretic models to decide if �� = � or �� = � . IDEAadapt is
a proper implementation of our approach (section 5), while IDEAself and IDEAadapt are non-adaptive variants.
For baseline purposes, we also measure evacuation time without robot support.

Simulation settings. Table 3 contains the parameters the IMPACT+ model. For evaluation purposes, we are using
the default values from Formolo’s et al. IMPACT implementation [37]. Hence, we have 800 survivors (�� = 800)
evacuating a 400�2 room with 2 exits (�� = 2) and 3 sections. 50% of survivors are travelling alone (�� = 400),
while the rest are travelling in groups (�� = 400). Survivors are diverse: they include men, women, children, and
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the elderly. Also, they are divided in 11 equally-sized cultural clusters (|� | = 11, |�� | ≈ 73, � ∈ {1, . . . , 11}). There
are 8 irst-responders in the area (�� = 8), able to attend requests for help.
The helping efect for survivors (�� ), irst responders (�� ), and survivors with IDEA agent support (��� ) are

new parameters introduced in IMPACT+. While the original IMPACT model has a constant value for fall length
(� = 30), in our extension we can modify the value of � . We assume irst responders can reduce recovery time
by �� = 50% per time unit. Survivors can also reduce victim recovery time, but only by �� = 2% per time unit.
When survivor assistance is mediated by an IDEA agent, recovery time reduces in ��� = 22%. The values for �� ,
�� , and ��� remain constant over all simulation runs, and they relect our understanding of the contribution of
each agent to victim recovery. The most impactful is irst-responder support, followed by survivors with the
assistance provided by an IDEA agent.

Results. We explore if the adoption of IDEA has a positive impact in the evacuation efort, by reducing
evacuation time � . To this end, we obtained � samples Ðvia IMPACT+Ð in four conigurations: 1) without rescue
robot support, 2) with the support of IDEAadapt, 3) with the support of IDEAself , and 4) with the support of
IDEAsocial.
We posit that the efectiveness of our adaptive architecture varies with the magnitude of the disaster. Severe

disasters require more resources for a timely evacuation, so the contribution of survivors becomes more impactful.
To explore disasters of various severity levels, we simulated evacuations with 20 values of fall length � =

{30, 60, 90, . . . , 570, 600}. We consider that severe disasters generate serious accidents on survivors, that take
more time to recover. Per each � ∈ � value, we obtained a set � of evacuation time samples, where |� | = 100. For
example, Figure 9 shows evacuation time samples for the 4 conigurations when � = 360. We posted complete
metrics for all scenarios at our GitHub repository [45].

No Support Prosocial-Oriented Proself-Oriented Adaptive
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Fig. 9. Violin plot of evacuation time samples � per IDEA variant (IDEAsocial in orange, IDEAself in green, IDEAadapt in red,

and no IDEA support in blue) when fall length � = 360. Per variant, we show the probability density of evacuation time, its

median (white dot), and its interquartile range (black bar).
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Table 4. Evacuation time median (�̃ ) per fall length value (� , in seconds). Per � , the configuration with minimum �̃ is shown

in bold, and in italics configurations not significantly diferent.

� No Robot IDEAself IDEAsocial IDEAadapt

30 309.0 268.5 292.5 265.0

60 314.0 276.5 288.5 272.5

90 310.5 262.0 296.5 265.0
120 314.0 267.0 290.0 277.0
150 310.0 265.0 295.5 265.0

180 310.0 262.0 282.0 268.0
210 308.0 280.5 289.0 268.5

240 309.5 283.5 292.5 276.0

270 309.0 286.5 293.0 273.0

300 301.5 276.0 298.5 274.5

330 314.0 299.0 302.0 273.0

360 308.0 314.0 297.5 266.0

390 302.5 311.0 309.0 272.0

420 315.0 313.5 305.5 311.5
450 320.0 284.0 286.5 312.0
480 311.0 282.0 298.0 285.0
510 309.5 299.0 300.5 270.5

540 302.0 311.5 297.5 298.0
570 315.0 274.0 293.0 274.0

600 310.0 292.5 298.5 272.0

Table 4 shows in bold the coniguration with the minimum median evacuation time �̃ for each � ∈ � . We

observe that IDEAsocial is the best performer Ði.e. has the smallest �̃Ð only when fall length � ∈ {420, 540}.

IDEAself has the smallest �̃ in 7 of the 20 fall length values in � . In the other 13 scenarios, IDEAadapt did best.
For each � ∈ � , we performed a Kruskal-Wallis H test [72] to verify there are statistically signiicant diferences

in the value of �̃ between the 4 conigurations. The test indicates a signiicant diference (� < 0.05) for every

� ∈ � : these results indicate there are diferences in the value of �̃ between conigurations. To determine how
and which speciic conigurations difer from each other, we conducted a Dunn’s test [31] for each � ∈ � .

Table 4 shows in italics the conigurations that, according to the Dunn’s test, are not signiicantly diferent (i.e.

are equivalent). We observe that, for every � ∈ � , IDEAadapt is either the coniguration with the minimum �̃ or not

signiicantly diferent from it. When � = 360, IDEAadapt has the minimum �̃ , and it is statistically diferent from

all the other 3 conigurations (Figure 9). In this scenario, the deployment of the IDEAadapt reduces the �̃ in 13.6%,
when compared with not using rescue robots. As seen in Table 4, both IDEAsocial and IDEAself are statistically
equivalent to the best performer for multiple values of � ∈ � . In contrast, the no-robot support coniguration is
only equivalent to the best performer in a single instance (� = 540), along with all the other IDEA conigurations.

Overall, our results suggest that IDEA, in its multiple conigurations, does reduce evacuation time. Our analysis
shows that IDEAadapt outperforms IDEAsocial and IDEAself . We posit that this advantage is a consequence of the
identity-aware game theoretic models within IDEAadapt (section 4). Informed by these models, the IDEAadapt

robot can decide when it is convenient to request survivor support or contact the irst-responder team.
While IDEAadapt is always statistically indistinguishable from the best performer for every � ∈ � , Table 4

suggest IDEAadapt contribution is more impactful for medium-severity disasters, with fall length 180 < � < 420.
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In non-severe disasters (� < 210) or disasters with high-complexity (� > 420), other IDEA conigurations
may have more impact than IDEAadapt. We also observe this pattern in our experiments on environmental and
internal factors (subsection 7.2). We posit that in non-severe disasters, the number of victims is low enough
that uncoordinated survivors and irst-responders can deal with them eiciently, without the mediation of an
IDEAadapt robot. In contrast, in high-complexity disasters, the number of victims is such that irst-responders and
survivors are not available to attend IDEAadapt’s requests for assistance. It is in medium-severity disasters that
the deployment of IDEAadapt robots make a diference.

7.2 Emergency Severity, Robot Capabilities, and Performance

In this section, we investigate how environmental and internal factors afect the performance of IDEA systems.
We postulate that the nature of the emergency and the autonomous system capabilities can afect the contribution
of our rescue robot.
We focus on the severity of the emergency as an environmental factor. In the original IMPACT model, when

a survivor falls during evacuation, they need a ixed amount of time � to recover before continuing with the
evacuation. In IMPACT+ (subsection 6.1), we expose this value as a parameter that we use as a proxy for the
severity of the emergency. We assume that, for more severe incidents, the time survivors need to recover is longer.
Regarding internal factors, we explore the impact of the helping efect for survivors with robot support (��� ).

Parameter ��� is another extension we made in IMPACT+. In the original model, when a survivor helps a victim
they have no efect in the victim’s recovery time. Both survivor and victim do not evacuate until the victim is
able to continue, according to the value of � . In contrast, in IMPACT+ the IDEA agent intervention reduces
the victim’s recovery time. Rescue robots can carry luid delivery mechanisms, oxygen, or triage sensors that
survivors can use to assist the victim and accelerate their recovery [91, 99]. In IMPACT+, this efect is represented
by the parameter ��� . The value of ��� reduces fall duration at every time step, when the IDEA agent mediates
survivor assistance to a victim.

Simulation settings. We performed a sensitivity analysis with factorial design [76, 103], having fall length (� )
and increase in helping efect due to robot support (Δ��� ) as inputs, and average evacuation time (�̄ ) as output.

Using a factorial design requires to obtain �̄ for every element of the Cartesian product � ×� , where � is a set
of � values and � is a set of values for Δ��� . Regarding � , we used the same fall length values as in subsection 7.1.
The set of robot-supported helping efect increments is � = {2%, 4%, . . . , 38%, 40%}. We selected Δ��� < 50% as
the upper bound given that it is the helping efect for irst-responders (�� ) used in subsection 7.1. Regarding the
helping efect for survivors without robot support �� , we are keeping it constant with a value of �� = 2% as in
subsection 7.1. For each element of � ×� , we obtained � evacuation time samples. A factorial design allows a
comprehensive exploration of the parameter space, but it comes at a high computational cost [103]. Due to this,
we are only using |� | = 30 samples per element of � × � .

Results. Figure 10 shows the average evacuation time �̄ for every element of � ×� , represented as a heatmap.
We observe that, in some instances, lower evacuation times �̄ correspond to lower values of fall length � and high
values of robot-supported helping efect Δ��� . For example, this happens when � = 240 and � = 360. However, for
extreme values of � Ðeither very high or very lowś the reduction of �̄ associated to a high Δ��� loses importance.
For example, when � = 120 and � = 510, there is little diference on �̄ when Δ��� = 2% and Δ��� = 40%.

Given these results, we conclude that the impact of robot capabilities in average evacuation time �̄ Ðrepresented
by the robot-supported helping efect Δ��� parameterÐ is highly dependent on the severity of the disaster,
according to fall length � . We posit that, for non-severe disasters with low � , survivors and irst-responders are
able to cope with the number of victims without the need of advanced capabilities. When disasters have high
complexity, and high � values, the advanced capabilities, associated with high values of Δ��� , are not enough to
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evacuate victims quickly. It is in disasters of medium severity where advanced capabilities are more impactful in
reducing evacuation time.
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis of input parameters for IDEA systems: 1) fall length � and 2) helping efect increase for survivors

with robot support Δ��� . In the heatmap, each cell value corresponds to the average evacuation time �̄ . For mid-range values

of � , like � = 240 and � = 360, �̄ decreases when Δ��� increases. In contrast, for very low or very high values of � this is not

the case.

7.3 Lessons Learned

In this subsection, we describe the key lessons learned from our study:

Modelling human behaviour with group psychology. We provided a technique for modelling human behaviour
grounded in social psychology and focussed on group interactions. Modern software systems often involve humans
as irst-class participants who contribute to decision-making as well as the execution of these decisions [99].
When it comes to modelling and reasoning about humans, many software engineering techniques adopt a
behaviourist approach suggesting that every behaviour is a response to a certain stimulus [54], eventually with
some uncertainty or probabilities [17, 81]. While these approaches provide a starting point for specifying and
reasoning about human behaviour, they are often restrictive in addressing its complexity, as well as the diferent
ways that human groups interact.

System interactions with groups and individuals. Within the human-system cooperation ield, IDEA systems
cooperate with human groups, using social identity. A signiicant body of research has been dedicated to designing
systems that interact with humans, initially considering interactions with individuals (dyadic interactions) but
increasingly considering interactions with groups (non-dyadic interactions) [112]. In software engineering, a
lot of the efort was on engineering human-in-the-loop and human-on-the loop systems [17, 25, 81]. Lately, the
research community is moving towards human-machine teaming [10, 23], albeit focusing on trained human
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operators and users. We believe our approach is relevant for engineering human-centred machine learning
systems [19] and human-AI collaboration in software engineering [84].

Exemplars of human-system cooperation. Finally, we developed an exemplar for engineering systems that
enable cooperation between humans and autonomous systems. Software engineering research not only requires
methodological, technical and theoretical results, but also convincing evidence that these results are sound [116].
Exemplars are well-suited for validation, studying relevant problems, and also as a medium for education.
Exemplars have been collected and established in various areas of engineering software-intensive systems, e.g., in
requirements engineering [34], software and system evolution [134], software product-line engineering [85], and
self-adaptive and self-managing systems [1]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no exemplar for engineering
identity-aware human-system cooperation. Our exemplar is based on an agent-based model validated empirically
by social psychologist in real-world emergencies, and augmented to support the validation of software engineering
methods.

7.4 Evaluation Limitations

We based our evaluation on an independently developed simulation model, which was engineered by domain
experts in social psychology and emergency evacuations [131]. However, using simulation models poses an
internal validity threat, given that these models rely on assumptions and simpliications made by the simulation
designer [24]. For example, in IMPACT+ there is an underlying assumption that survivors and irst-responders
only reduce the victim’s recovery time. However, there is a non-negligible probabilityÐespecially in emergenciesÐ
that complications or mishandling deteriorate the victim’s condition.

Given IDEA’s focus on identity-driven adaptation, the simulation model emphasises representing social agents
and their interactions, while neglecting other aspects that afect system performance. For instance, the capabilities
of a rescue robot can be afected by sensor failure, environmental noise, or reduced visibility due to smoke. We
built IMPACT+ using the NetLogo agent-based platform. Agent-based models are well-suited for representing
social interactions [150], and they are widely used for evaluating emergency evacuations [21, 53]. However, they
struggle to model complex environmental factors. Other simulation platforms, like Gazebo, integrate with physics
engines that are better suited for environmental modelling [69]. However, the engineering efort of developing
such models for social agents is signiicant. We plan to test IDEA in a high-idelity simulation environment in
future work, with the goal of a later deployment in a physical robot.

Regarding construct validity, using evacuation time as the only metric of robot performance can constitute a
threat, given that it excludes, for example, number of casualties. We adopted evacuation time as a metric, given
its popularity within the emergency evacuation literature [83] and its availability in the IMPACT model [131].
Capturing additional metrics require further modiications to the agent-based model, that we plan to address in
future extensions of this work.

In addition, we will explore further measures of performance beyond evacuation time such as 1) empowerment,
deined as the ability to enhance the agency and capabilities of zero responders to respond to emergencies, 2)
connectedness, deined as the ability to encourage interactions between diferent stakeholders and autonomous
systems, and 3) sociotechnical resilience, deined as the ability to maintain an efective, responsible, and inclusive
emergency response under unanticipated events and disruption. In future work, we plan to conduct lab-based
experiments to evaluate IDEA system’s impact in the evacuation outcome, in a controlled environment. We plan
to measure evacuation performance based on evacuation time and number of successful evacuations [6]. We will
also monitor connectedness via the identity fusion pictorial scale [123], which captures the degree of integration
between the self and the group. We will measure empowerment on the psychological empowerment scale [121]
that taps into cognitive, emotional, and behavioural dimensions of community participation.
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8 DEPLOYING IDEA SYSTEMS

In this section, we describe the considerations and challenges for bringing IDEA into real-world systems.

Hardware and Software. IDEA is our proposed architecture, that can be realised in concrete self-adaptive
systems in multiple ways. At software level, each IDEA component can be decomposed in ine-level components
with speciic responsibilities. For instance, in a ROS implementation of Figure 5’s scenario, the Game Selector can
contain a node in charge of transforming audio data into text, and a diferent one for estimating survivor distance
from LIDAR and camera inputs. At the hardware level, some IDEA components can be deployed on-board into
the system’s hardware, while others can be delegated to external environments. For example, the Game Solver
and the Identity Estimator can be deployed in the cloud as web services and accessed remotely via HTTP. Or
the sensor data processed by the Game Selector can be enriched with external sources, like video streams from
camera drones. Engineering teams developing IDEA systems need to tailor their implementation to their context.
Memory, processing power, and network access vary greatly between an on-board deployment on an NVIDIA
Jetson Nano or on an external ground-control station.
The control loop architecture within IDEA enable systems that operate among humans to adapt to their

identity-driven behaviours. IDEA components, described in section 5, work together to suggest a system action
given the perceived social identity of a human in its proximity. In real-world deployments, systems have other
adaptation concerns besides identity-driven behaviours, that can be handled by one or many feedback control
loops [41, 140]. For example, commercial drones nowadays incorporate mechanisms for responding to low battery,
signal loss, or geo-fence breaches. And other controllers in the literature can adapt to software errors and hacking
attacks. [99]. Hence, at deployment, IDEA components should constitute a control loop within a wider autonomic
manager, interacting with control loops that handle other adaptation concerns.
The game-theoretic models that inform IDEA’s decision making require special care. Engineering teams

need to instantiate our modelling framework, described in subsection 4.2, into a concrete game tree like the
one in Figure 3, that explains human-human and human-system interactions. Many research disciplines, like
behavioural game-theory, actively study the alignment of game-theoretic models to human behaviour [147].
Successful real-world applications of game-theory often need laboratory experiments and have whole teams of
game-theorists behind them [146]. While it is not in the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive primer
on game-theoretic modelling, we would recommend engineering teams to: 1) keep models simple to maximise
the likelihood of rational choice [146], 2) explore the impact of social norms and incentives in payof function
design [133, 146], and 3) iteratively develop and validate model candidates, relying on real-world experiments,
data analysis, and simulation [43, 47].

Challenges. The identity estimator (subsection 5.2), arguably the most important element of IDEA systems, is
a machine learning component. Incorporating machine learning systems within self-adaptive systems raises a
scalability challenge [49]. In the search-and-rescue example, we need the identity estimator to transform sensor
readings into identity predictions within milliseconds. Otherwise, the human interacting with the robot might
lose interest and leave. Also, training the identity estimator can take signiicant amount of time and compute,
considering identity markers can be sourced from large quantities of audio and video. In this work, we could
not explore this scalability considerations, given that our evaluation was done entirely on a mobile workstation,
using an agent-based model. There are approaches within the practitioner community that deal with scaling
machine learning systems [15], that we plan to explore in future work.
Another scalability challenge is related to the size of identity-driven game theoretic models. The model size

used in section 4 is modest: two agents, two actions per player, and two candidate identities for the human agent.
Each of these game parameters have a big impact on model size. Adopting game abstraction techniques can
potentially reduce model size, while keeping its prediction properties [109]. We can also investigate the efect
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of increasing the autonomous system’s computing resources, or delegating some computations to an external
server.

Finally, in this paper, we focused on IDEA systems that reason about the interaction between one rescue robot,
one survivor, and one irst responder. While IDEA can be used in situations with multiple robots and humans, it
does not yet support non-dyadic interventions. There exists a large body of work focusing on non-dyadic human-
system interactions [111] (m systems, n humans,�,� > 1) , albeit focusing on design rather than reasoning. In
future work, we plan to extend IDEA by reasoning about groups of humans and their cooperation with multiple
robotic systems. By focusing on social identity, IDEA paves the way to reasoning about groups and group
membership. In addition, building on game theory, we can exploit multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques
to build adaptation strategies in uncertain environments [75]. This is particularly relevant in search-and-rescue
scenarios, where multi-robot interventions are increasingly used and require coordination with diverse human
operators [100].

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This section discusses the assumptions we made in order to implement and empirically evaluate our proposed
software architecture. It also discusses the limitations of the approach and recommends next steps.

Modelling human behaviour. IDEA systems reason about human behaviour using identity-driven game-theoretic
models (subsection 4.2). As with any modelling framework, game-theoretic predictions only hold if their assump-
tions are met. In games of incomplete information Ðlike the one in Figure 3Ð these assumptions include: 1)
players are rational, and try to maximise their payof, 2) players know their own type, but not the one of their
opponents, and 3) the probability distribution over types is common knowledge [79]. While these assumptions
enable making behavioural predictions, they may not hold in real-world situations. In future work, we plan to
explore game-theoretic frameworks that relax some of these assumptions. For example, approaches like bounded
rationality relax the rationality assumptions by imposing limits on a player’s attention, information, and mental
capabilities [57].

Besides the assumptions within game theory, we made further simpliications in IDEAmodels to keep their size
tractable. For example, the model in Figure 3 assumes survivor reaction is only a function of shared identity adop-
tion, with only two possible reactions to the rescue robot proposal. This model does not support survivors having
other behavioural drivers like mental state, or adopting actions like vandalising the rescue robots. Simplifying
assumptions are a common and necessary modelling technique, but there is always a risk of oversimplifying to the
extent of making models irrelevant (łall models are wrong, but some are usefulž [14]). While our simulation-based
evaluation suggests this is not the case, in future work we want to explore if IDEA systems also perform well in
higher-idelity simulation contexts.

In previous work, we relied on using language to infer social identity in emergencies [70]. We recognise that
there are multiple and diverse markers for social identity. For example, they can be associated with stable social
categories, such as gender, age or cultural background [38], such as within the IMPACT model. Markers can also
be part of a person’s discourse, their clothing, or even their accent. For example, a football-supporter identity
can be expressed via jerseys, scarfs, or face paint. Identity markers are also related to how close people are in
space, they way people walk, or how they speak [70]. Similarly, disability has been increasingly construed as an
identity [36], making it an important factor during evacuations. We plan to improve our identity estimator by
considering multiple markers and adaptively composing their outputs according to the context. While identity
inference is uncertain, we aim to improve it to approach human accuracy, leveraging the data and analysis carried
out during emergencies [94].
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Application Domains. Emergencies are heterogeneous events. Among others, they can difer on number of
casualties, geographical area afected, duration, and cause [53]. As described in section 8, we explored the
parameter space covering emergency scenarios of diverse severity levels, supported by robots with diferent
capabilities. However, due to compute and time limitations, there is a portion of the parameter space that we
did not cover in this work. Our simulation code exposes severity levels and robot capabilities as user-provided
values, so in future work we can increase our coverage of the parameter space.

Given the domain of IMPACT+, there is an external validity threat about the generalisation of our indings to
other identity-related situations. This study is clearly focused on identity-driven behaviours within emergency
evacuations, and the application of IDEA to other contexts requires further study. Social identity has been
applied in multiple domains, including security [102], privacy [16], and healthcare [122]. For example, it has
been shown that during a health emergency, bystanders exhibiting helping behaviours can increase the survival
rate by providing cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). In 2142 emergency medical situations, 22.9% of the
victims survived when bystander CPR was administered, whereas only 14.6% survived when bystander CPR was
not administered [106]. More recently, it has been found that bystanders are willing to use automatic external
deibrillators to help victims. When delivered by a drone, which reduces arrival time, the expected survival
rate due to bystander-drone collaboration has been doubled in the emergencies tested [12]. While in this paper
we focus on emergency evacuations, in future work we will explore the application of IDEA systems to other
domains. For example, IDEA systems can be used in healthcare to support adaptations that consider the patient
and their support groups [9]; or can facilitate software-mediated cooperation between robotics engineers [43].

10 RELATED WORK

IDEA’s goal is to maximise the efectiveness of human-system collaboration, by equipping autonomous systems
with an understanding of social identity. Other work enables human-system collaboration by modifying the
robot’s appearance [126], or by tailoring the language that deines the human-system relationship [73]. In that
sense, IDEA is analogous to the framework developed by Hofman and Breazeal, where robots communicate
with humans, split a task and negotiate which actions to take [55]. In comparison, IDEA’s models are limited to
representing a single request for help and the human’s response to it. It is possible to extend IDEA’s modelling
capabilities to support complex interactions, including multiple tasks and negotiation rounds. We leave the
exploration of this idea to future work.

We start this section discussing work related to three key characteristics of the IDEA software architecture: 1)
using psychology for autonomous system design, 2) autonomous system’s models of human preferences, and 3)
using sensor data to predict human disposition for cooperation. IDEA is an adaptive architecture for autonomous
systems, so we inish with a review of self-adaptive systems in general.

Psychology and autonomous system design. We use social identity theory to provide autonomous systems with
an understanding of group behaviour. Like us, other researchers applied social identity theory within computing.
For example, Seering et al. proposed a set of guidelines for incorporating social identity techniques into computer-
supported cooperative work systems [115]. Calikli et al. used models of social identity to extract privacy norms
from online social networks [16]. And Rauf et al. explained developer’s attitude towards security concerns using
social identity [102]. This body of work focuses on understanding and facilitating interactions between group
members. In this paper, our goal is to enable cooperation between group members and autonomous systems.
Other researchers in computing rely on diferent psychological theories to understand group behaviour. For

example, Ahrndt et al. applied the Five-Factor Model to learn personalities within a team [4]. Schwarting et al.
used Social Value Orientation to quantify how much individuals value personal rewards in relation to group-
level rewards [113]. Smaldino et al. used the Optimal Distinctiveness Theory to model group formation [119].
Vinitsky et al. developed an architecture for cooperating agents emulating human social norms [133]. And
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Pietraszewski developed a new computational theory of social groups, suitable for its adoption by artiicial
intelligence systems [95]. Our focus on social identity was driven by our application to rescue robotics. There
is an extensive body of research on the role of social identity in emergency evacuations [135]. This includes
simulation models suitable for validating our approach [37, 38, 131].

Modelling human preferences. In IDEA, we incorporate social identity insights into game-theoretic models,
to inform autonomous systems about the outcomes preferred by humans (section 4). Other researchers use
diferent modelling techniques for this purpose. For instance, Gal et al. model human preferences using utility
functions, that can be learned after repeated human-agent interactions [40]. Besides its support for uncertain
preferences, our adoption of game theory was inluenced by its track record on modelling human behaviour
during evacuations [50, 62, 63]. Game theory has also been used extensively to model interactions between
humans and autonomous systems [74, 82, 136, 148]. Namely, Messeri et al. used game theory to obtain adaptation
strategies that minimise stress, while maximising the productivity of a human-robot team [88]. Also, Schwarting
et al. proposed autonomous vehicles that use game-theoretic models for predicting the behaviour of human
drivers [113].

Predicting human-robot cooperation. In this work, we rely on identity markers Ðinformed by social psychology
researchÐ to infer the probability of cooperation, given a shared identity. Other researchers focus on learning
features correlated with cooperation, from people’s interaction data. For example, Kantharaju and Pelachaud
analysed a patient consultation corpus, extracting non-verbal cues Ðlike facial expressionsÐ from cohesive
groups [66]. Schmuck and Celiktutan inferred group membership from position and orientation data extracted
from images [110]. Hung and Chittaranjan proposed predicting roles within a group using features extracted
from audio samples [61]. Cherubini et al. developed a robotic helper for human operators inserting screws,
that predicts the operator intentions using data from a Kinect sensor [20]. Huang and Mutlu also developed an
intention prediction mechanism, based on glance data collected from eye-tracking glasses [59].

This body of work is complementary to our approach: if facial expressions, audio features, or orientation are
indicative of group cooperation, we can incorporate themwithin the Identity Estimator component (subsection 5.1).
In future work, we will explore additional sensors Ðlike eye-tracking onesÐ and their potential to infer groupiness.
Also, we will continue our exploration of identity markers and their impact on robot performance.

Self-Adaptive Systems. The need for self-management and self-adaptation is inherent to autonomous systems:
they are long-lived, continuously running systems that interact with the environment and humans in ways that
cannot be fully anticipated at design time, and continuously evolve at runtime. There are a plethora of architec-
tures and techniques for engineering self-adaptive systems: we refer the interested reader to a survey of those
techniques [138]. However, a long-lasting challenge for engineering self-adaptation is dealing with uncertainty,
which can span multiple areas, including requirements, environments, other systems, and humans [139]. In this
paper, we are interested in the uncertainty of human behaviour.
Numerous self-adaptive systems are complex sociotechnical systems. Humans interacting with them are not

merely providers of system input and consumers of artefacts produced by them. They are irst-class participants,
and the system relies on human contributions to make decisions and executing them [99]. This requires self-
adaptation methods to consider human participants during their lifecycle: from the monitoring and analysis of the
system and its environment, to the synthesis of adaptation plans and the execution of these plans. Building on the
work of Schneiders [112], we can group autonomous systems along two dimensions: the number of autonomous
agents (single or multiple), and whether humans interact with them. Accordingly, systems can take one of four
forms: 1) a single autonomous agent (e.g., UAV); 2) a group of autonomous agents (e.g., swarms); 3) an autonomous
agent with a human (e.g., AI in healthcare); and 4) a group of autonomous agents with humans (e.g., emergency
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situations). In this paper, we focus on the last case, and we refer the interested reader to Abeywickrama et al.
paper for a description of the other areas and related challenges [2].
Diferent theories of human behaviour explain human actions in diferent ways, by focussing on diferent

determinants of human behaviour. For example, a behaviourist approach suggests that every behaviour is a
response to a certain stimulus [54]. Under this approach, to deal with uncertainty we can use probabilistic
behavioural modelling [17, 81]. This approach is widely adopted for engineering self-adaptive systems with
humans-in-the-loop, i.e., where humans make decisions at key points [25]. Research has also emphasised the need
for social adaptation, where the autonomous system analyses users’ feedback and updates its behaviour to best
satisfy the requirements in the given context [7]. For example, when applied to emergency management, the
autonomous system can model human behaviour and decision-making probabilistically and plan accordingly [65].
With increasing autonomy, a human-on-the-loop approach considers humans as łstrategicž supervisors, while
the autonomous systems are responsible for planning speciic tasks autonomously [35, 80]. For example, when
applied to emergency management, a irst responder may monitor the plans and actions of the autonomous
systems and intervene when necessary.
While human-in-the loop and human-on-the-loop approaches provide a starting point for specifying and

reasoning about human behaviour, they are often restrictive in addressing the diferent ways that human behaviour
develops during their interaction with software. To grasp that humans have purposes and goals that afect each
other, the concept of joint-action can be introduced as ła social interaction whereby two or more individuals
coordinate their actions in space and time to bring about change in the environmentž [114]. This approach
suggests an interplay between humans and self-adaptive systems, such that what matters is not only how the
self-adaptive systems understands itself but also how humans understand the way the system behaves [51]. In this
context, the work on human-machine teaming [23] is the closest to ours. In particular, the proposed MAPE-KHMT

framework uses runtime models to augment the monitoring, analysis, planning, and execution phases to support
humans-machines teaming, emphasising the bidirectional relationship between humans and autonomous systems.
When applied in emergency situations, drones and irst responders continuously interact with one another and
work together, exchanging information to best respond to the emergency. However, in human-machine teaming
the human collaborators are trained, belong to the same group, and share the same goals as the drones. In our
paper, we seek to ensure cooperation when the humans belong to diferent groups and may have diferent goals.
Figure 11 summarises those diferent perspectives, mentions some approaches, and illustrates what it means in
the case of emergency scenarios. The igure shows from bottom to top an increase in human interaction and
cooperation.

11 CONCLUSION

Designing autonomous systems to cooperate with humans is not simply an engineering problem, but also requires
reasoning about human behaviour and group dynamics based on psychological research. In this paper, we build
upon social identity theory to enable cooperation between autonomous systems and humans. We demonstrated
the approach by developing an identity-aware rescue robot, which leverages existing research on social identity
in emergency situations. In particular, we believe that this paper contributes to software engineering research in
the following topics:

We presented a novel approach for designing software-intensive adaptive systems, capable of cooperating with
humans based on their group identity. To bring our approach to other domains, engineering teams and social
psychologists need to work together to determine the social identities relevant to human-robot cooperation in
diferent contexts. This investigation must include discovering identity markers, and how these markers will
be processed by the autonomous system. We believe IDEA is a step towards more resilient and cooperative

ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol.
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Human-Autonomous Sys. Cooperation

Human-Machine Teaming

Human on the loop

in the loop
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and zero responders

Robot working together with irst responders
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Robot reasoning about irst responders

IDEA

MAPE-KHMT,e.g., [10, 23]
joint-action [51]

Mixed-initiative design, e.g., [35, 80]

Probabilistic modelling, e.g., [17, 81]

Fig. 11. Overview of self-adaptive approaches to human cooperation

autonomous systems, and we welcome participation and inquiries from users, researchers, and other stakeholders
within and beyond the boundaries of the emergency domain.
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